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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Animals  vary  considerably  in  the  degree  to  which  they  attribute  incentive  salience  to  cues  predictive  of
reward. When  a discrete  cue (conditional  stimulus)  is repeatedly  paired  with  delivery  of a  food  reward
(unconditional  stimulus)  only  some  rats  (“sign-trackers”;  STs)  come  to find  the  cue  itself  an  attractive
and  desirable  incentive  stimulus.  For  other  rats  (“goal-trackers”;  GTs)  the  cue  is an  effective  conditional
stimulus  –  it  evokes  a conditional  response  – but  it is  less  attractive  and  less  desirable.  Given  that  STs
have  particular  difficulty  resisting  reward  cues,  and  are  thought  to have  poor  inhibitory  control  over  their
behavior,  we  hypothesized  that  they  may  also  be  more  impulsive.  There  are,  however,  multiple  forms  of
impulsivity;  therefore,  we compared  STs  and  GTs  on two  tests  of  so-called  impulsive  action  – a 2-choice
oal tracking
ncentive salience

serial  reaction  time  task  and a  differential  reinforcement  of  low  rates  of  responding  task,  and  one  test  of
impulsive  choice  – a delay  discounting  choice  procedure.  We  found  that  relative  to  GTs, STs  were  more
impulsive  on  the  two  tests  of impulsive  action,  but  not  on the test  of  impulsive  choice.  We  speculate
that  when  these  two  traits  combine,  that is,  when  an  individual  is  not  only  prone  to attribute  incentive
salience  to  reward  cues  but  also  prone  to  impulsive  action,  they  may  be especially  susceptible  to  impulse

ng  ad
control  disorders,  includi

. Introduction

Cues associated with rewards (conditional stimuli, CSs) not only
voke conditional responses (CRs), but they can also become attrac-
ive and desirable in their own right, acting as incentive stimuli
4,5,9,31]. There is, however, considerable individual variation in
he extent to which CSs are attributed with incentive salience, and
hus come to motivate behavior. For example, when a spatially dis-
rete cue (a lever) is paired with delivery of a food reward (the
nconditional stimulus, US) only in some rats does the lever-CS

tself become attractive, eliciting approach towards it [20,41], and
esirable, in that rats will work to get it [37]. These rats are called
ign-trackers (STs) because they tend to approach the cue or “sign”
hat predicts reward [25]. In the same situation other rats, called
goal-trackers” (GTs), do not approach the lever-CS, but CS pre-
entation instigates approach towards the location of food delivery
6], and in GTs, a lever-CS is not a potent conditional reinforcer
37]. Furthermore, both food and cocaine cues are more effective in
einstating seeking for their respective rewards, following extinc-

ion, in STs than GTs [39,53]. Therefore, although reward cues can
ct as an effective CS for both STs and GTs, they seem to acquire
otent incentive properties only in STs [37]. Given their difficulty
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resisting drug cues, we,  and others, have argued that STs may  be
especially vulnerable to impulse control disorders, including addic-
tion [21,39,43].

Another trait thought to confer vulnerability to addiction is
impulsivity [13–15,28,35,48,52], a hypothesis supported by recent
preclinical studies. For example, high-impulsive rats are more likely
to compulsively self-administer drugs than low-impulsive rats [3]
and are more likely to show reinstatement of drug-seeking fol-
lowing punishment-induced extinction [18]. Interestingly, it has
been argued that STs may  also have poor inhibitory control over
their behavior, and are especially impulsive [22,43], but there are
very few studies exploring this topic. Therefore, the purpose of the
experiments reported here was to better characterize the relation-
ship between the propensity to attribute incentive salience to a
reward cue and the propensity to be impulsive.

Impulsivity is characterized by premature actions, reduced
tolerance of delay of gratification and rapid decision-making,
and therefore, is not a unitary construct [19]. It has been sug-
gested that forms of impulsivity can be grouped into at least two
broad dissociable classes: impulsive action and impulsive choice
[15,16,19,33,34,50]. Impulsive action refers to phenomena where
an individual fails to inhibit premature or poorly timed responses,

whereas impulsive choice refers to situations where an organism
is faced with action choices, each leading to distinct outcomes
[1,10,14,19,27,33].  Therefore, we  tested STs and GTs on two tests
thought to be sensitive to impulsive action, a differential reinforce-
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01664328
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ent of low rates of responding (DRL) task and a 2-choice serial
eaction time task (2-CSRTT; a simplified version of 5-CSRTT), as
ell as a test of so-called impulsive choice, a delay discounting

DD) choice task. We  report that, relative to GTs, STs are prone to
ake impulsive actions, but not impulsive choices.

. Material and methods

.1. Subjects

Male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan, IN) were used, and different rats were used
n  three independent experiments. Upon arrival, rats (∼60 days old; ∼280 g) were
oused individually in Plexiglas cages (W 26 × L 38 × H 21 cm), lined with bed-
ing (Bed O’Cobs®), in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room (22 ± 1 ◦C and
0–50%, respectively) with lights off from 2000 to 0800 h. Rats had ad lib access
o  Purina rat chow (unless otherwise specified, see below) and water. All testing
as  done between 0900 and 1800 h. Rats were allowed to acclimate for one week

efore testing commenced. All the procedures were approved by the University of
ichigan Committee on the Use and Care of Animals.

.2. Apparatus

Testing was  conducted in 32 modular test chambers (28 cm × 21 cm × 21 cm;
ed  Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA) housed inside sound attenuating cubicles

utfitted with ventilation fans, which provided masking noise. The chamber config-
ration, such as the presence of specific manipulanda (i.e., levers or nose poke ports)
nd  their location, depended on the specific experiment. For Pavlovian training (see
elow) the chambers were outfitted with a red house light, a food cup (magazine),
hich contained an infrared photobeam detector, and an illuminated retractable

ever (2.5 cm long; 6 cm above the grid floor) located either to the left or right of the
ood magazine. For the 2-CSRTT task the chambers were outfitted with a food mag-
zine centered on one wall and 2 nose-poke ports on the left and right sides of the
pposite wall (2 cm above the floor). For the DRL task the chambers were outfitted
ith a food magazine, centrally located on one wall, flanked by either a nose-poke
ort (half of the rats) or a lever. For the delay-discounting task the chambers were
utfitted with a food magazine, centrally located along one wall, flanked by two
ose-poke ports (2 cm above the floor). For all impulsivity tests, a white house light
as  located on the wall opposite from the food magazine (16 cm above the floor).

he  chambers were controlled by Med  Associates Software and a Dell computer.

.3. Procedures

.3.1. Pavlovian conditioned approach (PCA) training
All rats were first trained using a Pavlovian (‘autoshaping’) procedure similar to

hat described previously [20]. A day prior to the start of training rats were given
pproximately twenty 45 mg  banana-flavored pellets (BioServe, #F0059, French-
own, NJ, USA) in their home cages. The following day rats were trained to retrieve
5  banana-flavored pellets, delivered on variable time (VT) 30-s schedule, from the
agazine. The day following magazine training, Pavlovian training commenced.

ach training trial consisted of insertion (and simultaneous back illumination) of
he lever (conditional stimulus, CS) for 8 s, after which the lever was  retracted and

 single food pellet (unconditional stimulus, US) was  delivered into the magazine.
ach of five daily training sessions consisted of 25 response-independent trials in
hich CS-US pairings occurred on a VT 90-s schedule. Lever deflections, magazine

ntries, latency to the first lever deflection, and latency to food cup entry during CS
resentation were recorded. Note that the rats were not food deprived for this test.

.3.1.1. PCA index. Following Pavlovian training rats were assigned to one of three
roups based on whether they preferentially interacted with the lever-CS (“sign-
rackers”, STs), preferentially interacted with the food magazine during lever-CS
resentation (“goal-trackers”, GTs), or had no preference for the lever-CS or mag-
zine (“intermediate group”, IG). We quantified this using a composite Pavlovian
onditioned approach (PCA) Index which was the average of three measures of con-
itioned approach: (1) the probability of contacting either the lever-CS or food cup
uring the CS period [P(lever) − P(magazine)]; (2) the response bias for contacting
he  lever-CS or the magazine during the CS period [(#lever-CS contacts − #magazine
ontacts)/(#lever-CS contacts + #magazine contacts)]; and (3) the latency to contact
he  lever-CS or the food cup during the CS period [(magazine contact latency − lever-
S  contact latency)/8]. This produces values on a scale ranging from −1.0 to +1.0. For
he purposes of classification, rats with a score ranging from −1.0 to −0.5 were oper-
tionally defined as GTs (i.e., rats that were at least twice as likely to direct behavior
owards the magazine than towards the lever), and rats with a score between +0.5
nd +1.0 were designated as STs (i.e., rats that were at least twice as likely to direct
ehavior towards the CS lever than the magazine) [30,40].
.3.2. Experiment 1: 2-choice serial reaction time task (2-CSRTT)
Following Pavlovian training a subset of rats (N = 30) were used in a 2-CSRTT

xperiment, which is a two choice adaptation of the widely used 5-choice serial
eaction time task [2]. One week before 2-CSRTT testing commenced rats were
esearch 223 (2011) 255– 261

restricted to approximately 15 g of rat chow per day, which maintained their weight
at  ∼90% of their free feeding weight. Two  days prior to testing rats were given 45 mg
chocolate-flavored pellets (BioServe, #F0299) in their home cage. Training sessions
began with the illumination of the house light and delivery of a food pellet into the
food cup. A nose-poke into the food cup (i.e., collection of unconditioned delivery
of  the first pellet) initiated the first trial, which consisted of a 5 s (or 9 s; see below)
inter-trial interval (ITI) followed by the illumination of one of the two nose-poke
ports (order randomly determined). The length of time the nose-poke port was illu-
minated (stimulus duration; SD) was fixed during each session (but varied during
training; see below). Responses into the illuminated nose-poke port, or within 5 s
of  light termination (Limited Hold), resulted in the delivery of a food pellet (and
a  Correct response was recorded). The next trial was initiated by collection of the
pellet from the food cup. Responses into the non-illuminated nose-poke port were
recorded as an Incorrect response (resulting in no pellet delivery), and a failure
to  respond was recorded as an Omission. An Omission resulted in a 5 s Time Out
period (TO), during which the house light was extinguished. Responding during the
ITI  (i.e., before either one of the nose poke ports was illuminated) was  recorded as
a  Premature Response, and also resulted in a TO period.

During training sessions SD was  gradually decreased, across 9 sessions, from
60  s to 1.5 s. During the next 10 (testing) sessions SD was fixed at 1 s. On Days 6 and
10  (Probe Sessions) of testing the ITI was suddenly increased from 5 to 9 s. Training
and  test sessions lasted 30 min  or until rats completed 80 trials (whichever came
first). The Probe Session lasted 40 min  or until rats completed 80 trials.

2.3.3. Experiment 2: differential reinforcement of low rates (DRL) task
A second independent group of rats (N = 35) that completed Pavlovian training

were used in a DRL experiment. One week before testing commenced rats were
food  restricted as in Experiment 1. Rats were first trained on an FR 1 schedule to
make an instrumental response (nose-poke or lever press) in order to earn a food
pellet (45 mg food pellets; Bio-Serv). Sessions were 30 min  long or until rats made
100 responses. All rats had 3 or 4 FR 1 sessions. Following this, rats were tested
on  DRL-10 s schedule for 5 days and DRL-20 s schedule for 15 days. On  the DRL-10 s
and DRL-20 s schedules, rats were reinforced only if at least 10 s or 20 s, respectively,
elapsed between responses. Responses made before the ‘waiting period’ had elapsed
were not rewarded and resulted in resetting of the ‘waiting period’. For each session
the following measures were collected: number of responses, number of reinforcers
earned, and percent efficiency [(number of reinforcers earned/number of responses
made) × 100].

2.3.4. Experiment 3: delay discounting
A third independent group of rats (N = 24) that completed Pavlovian training

were subsequently tested on a delay discounting schedule of reinforcement. One
week before testing commenced rats were food restricted as described above. Exper-
imental testing occurred in three distinct phases.

2.3.4.1. Fixed ratio training. Rats were trained to make responses into the left and
right (alternate days) nose-poke ports for food reward (45 mg  food pellets; Bio-
Serv; FR 1 schedule for 7 consecutive days). Each session lasted 30 min or until rats
made 100 responses. Rats were considered trained if they made 100 nose-pokes on
2  consecutive days (1 day each on left and right ports).

2.3.4.2. Choice training – no delays to large reward across blocks. Testing was  similar
to  the procedures used by others [8]. Over 7 test sessions rats were tested for their
preference for a large reward (4 pellets) or small reward (1 pellet). The magnitude
of  reward (i.e., 1 vs. 4 pellets) was based on responses made into the left or the right
nose-poke port (randomized across groups and subjects). Each session consisted of
5  blocks of 12 trials. The first two trials within a block were forced trials. Forced trials
consisted of illumination of only one of the nose-poke ports and responding in this
port resulted in the delivery of reward. Responses made into the non-illuminated
port had no consequence. The remaining 10 trials were choice trials. Choice trials
consisted of the illumination of both nose-poke ports. Responding into one of the
ports resulted in delivery of 1 pellet while responding into the other port resulted in
the  delivery of 4 pellets. Each trial was 60 s long and the entire session lasted 60 min.
Rats were deemed to prefer the large reward if they chose it on at least 85% of trials
for 2 consecutive days. Rats were tested in this manner for 7 days.

2.3.4.3. Delay discounting. Testing was identical as described in the previous section
except that a delay to the large reward (i.e., 4 pellets) was introduced and increased
across 5 blocks from 0 to 3, 6, 12 and then 24 s. Rats were tested for 30 days in this
manner and the criterion was stable performance across 3 consecutive days (i.e.,
no  significant change in preference for large and small reward; repeated measures
ANOVA).
2.4.  Statistical analyses

Repeated measures ANOVA were used to analyze data in all 3 experiments.
Significant interactions were followed by planned group comparisons. Statistical
significance was  set at p < 0.05.
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Fig. 2. Lever- (Panels a–c) and magazine-directed (Panels d–f) behavior in STs and
GTs in each of the 5 training sessions (mean + SEM; the SEM is smaller than the
symbol in most cases): (a) probability of contacting the lever-CS (# of trials during
which at least one contact has been made with the lever-CS/25), (b) number of lever-
CS  contacts, (c) latency to first lever-CS contact, (d) probability of magazine entries
(# of trials during which at least one contact has been made with the magazine/25),
(e) number of magazine contacts (during lever-CS presentation), (f) latency to first
ig. 1. PCA index scores for ST and GT rats across 5 sessions (mean + SEM; the SEM
s  smaller than the symbol in most cases). There were significant group differences
ST vs. GT) and significant group × session interaction (ps < 0.001).

. Results

.1. Pavlovian conditioned approach

Fig. 1 shows the change in PCA index scores over the 5 days of
avlovian training in rats classed as STs or GTs based on their perfor-
ance on days 4 and 5 of training. As would be expected, there was a

ignificant main effect of group [F(1, 85) = 636.1, p < 0.0001], and ses-
ion [F(4, 332) = 17.79, p < 0.0001], and a significant group × session
nteraction [F(4, 332) = 91.13, p < 0.0001]. Fig. 2 shows the perfor-

ance of STs and GTs across days of training on three measures
f Pavlovian approach. With training STs (but not GTs) came to
eliably (Panel 2a) and rapidly (Panel 2c) approach the lever-CS,
nd vigorously engage it (Panel 2b; all ps < 0.0001). GTs on the
ther hand learned to reliably and rapidly approach the food mag-
zine during the CS period, and vigorously engaged it (Fig. 2d–f; all
s < 0.0001).

.2. Experiment 1: STs made more premature responses than GTs
n a 2-CSRTT

Following PCA training and 9 days of 2-CSRTT training (with
radually decreasing stimulus durations), rats were tested on the
-CSRTT using a stable (1 s) stimulus duration for 10 consecutive
essions. On sessions 1–5 and 7–9 the ITI period was 5 s, but on
essions 6 and 10 it was  increased to 9 s. Rats that omitted more
han 25% of the trials (i.e., had impaired attention) or were not cor-
ect at least 75% of trials (i.e., showed poor learning) were excluded
the groups did not differ on these two measures). Fig. 3 shows
he number of premature responses over these 10 sessions in STs
nd GTs. When analyzed over all 10 sessions STs made significantly
ore premature responses than GTs [F(1, 28) = 8.08, p < 0.01]. These

roup differences were evident both during baseline test days [5 s
TI; F(1, 29) = 10.22, p < 0.01] as well as during probe test days [9 s ITI;
(1, 29) = 4.18, p < 0.05]. We  also looked at the change in premature
esponses as ITIs increased from 5 s (data for sessions 5 and 9 aver-
ged) to 9 s (data for sessions 6 and 10 averaged; Fig. 3b). There was

 significant effect of group but the interaction (group × ITI) was

ot statistically significant [F(1, 28) = 3.06, p = 0.09]. Lastly, variance

n the PCA score was positively correlated with the number of pre-
ature responses, but variance in one measure only accounted for

bout 15 percent of the variance in the other (r2 = 0.153, p = 0.016).
magazine contact (during lever-CS presentation). There were significant group (ST
vs.  GT) differences and significant group × session interactions (ps < 0.001).

3.3. Experiment 2: STs were less efficient (more impulsive) than
GTs on a DRL task

Data from the last 2 days of DRL-10 s and the last 2 days of DRL-
20 s testing, when performance was stable, were averaged for all 3
measures of interest (i.e., responses, reinforcers and percent effi-
ciency). Fig. 4 shows that an increase in the ‘waiting’ period, from

10 s to 20 s resulted in a decrease in both the number of responses
[Panel 4a, F(1, 33) = 100.13, p < 0.0001] and the number of reinforcers
earned [Panel 4b, F(1, 33) = 107.17, p < 0.0001], but there were no sig-
nificant group differences on these measures (p = 0.13 and p = 0.14,
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ig. 3. (a) Premature responses (mean + SEM) across 10 test sessions in the 2-CS
sessions 1–5, 7–9; ITIs 5 s) and during ‘probe’ trials (sessions 6 and 10; ITIs 9 s)(ps <
)  and ‘probe’ trials (averaged session 6 and 10).

espectively). However, STs were more impulsive than GTs on this
ask as they were significantly less efficient in obtaining rewards
ecause of their tendency to make premature responses [Panel
c, effect of group, F(1, 33) = 5.7, p < 0.05; interaction, F(1, 33) = 1.26,

 = 0.27].

.4. Experiment 3: STs showed lower discounting rates (are less
mpulsive) than GTs on a delay discounting task

.4.1. No delays across test blocks
Rats were initially tested on the version of the “delay discount-

ng” schedule without any delays to receive the large or small
eward. Within several test sessions, all rats showed high prefer-
nce for the large reward (>90% across blocks; see the delay of zero
n Fig. 5).

.4.2. Delay discounting

Rats were tested until their responses were stable across 3 days.

tability was assessed using repeated measures ANOVA (data for
ndividual delay intervals across 3 days). If there were no sig-
ificant day effects, we considered the rats’ performance stable.

ig. 4. Performance on the DRL task (mean + SEM) at a delay of 10 and 20 s averaged over
c)  percent efficiency (reinforcers/response). The groups did not differ in the number of re
p  < 0.05).
Ts made significantly more premature responses than GTs during baseline trials
. (b) Comparison of premature responses during baseline (averaged sessions 5 and

Stability was  achieved by day 30 of testing. Next, data were aver-
aged across the last 3 days of testing and analyzed using repeated
measures ANOVA (Group × Delay). Fig. 5 shows that preference
for the large reward decreased as the delay to receive the large
reward increased in both STs and GTs [effect of delay period,
F(1, 22) = 1044.5, p < 0.0001]. There was no significant effect of group
(F(1, 22) = 2.9, p = 0.1), but there was a significant Group × Delay
interaction (F(1, 22) = 4.8, p < 0.05; see Fig. 5). This was because STs
preferred the large reward more than GTs, but only at the longest
delay period [24 s delay to large reward; t(22) = 2.4, p < 0.05]. Groups
were also marginally different for the 12 s delay to large reward
[t(22) = 1.98, p = 0.06].

4. Discussion

We  asked whether rats that are prone to attribute incentive
salience to reward cues (STs) are also impulsive, as indicated by

tests of so-called impulsive action and impulsive choice [14,19,33].
We  found that, relative to GTs, STs had difficulty withholding a
response when required to do so to receive an impending reward,
as indicated by more premature responses on both the DRL task and

 the last 2 days of testing: (a) total responses, (b) number of reinforcers earned and
sponses made or reinforcers earned but STs had lower percent efficiency than GTs
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Fig. 5. Performance on the delay discounting task averaged over test sessions 28–30,
expressed as percent preference for large reward (mean + SEM) across 5 delay peri-
ods.  Preference for large reward significantly decreased as the delay to its delivery
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and ventral striatum is important for this inhibitory regulation
ncreased. There was  a significant group × delay interaction and STs showed greater
reference for the large reward (24 s delay) than GTs (*p < 0.05).

-CSRTT. In contrast, at the longest delay interval, STs were more
ikely than GTs to choose a larger but delayed reward. This pat-
ern of results is consistent with studies using rats selectively bred
or reactivity to a novel environment [22]. Selectively bred high
esponder rats (bHRs) are almost exclusively STs and selectively
red low responder rats (bLRs) are almost exclusively GTs. Flagel
t al. [22] reported that bHR/ST rats were more impulsive than
LR/GT rats on a DRL task, whereas bHR/ST rats were less impul-
ive than bLR/GT rats on a DD choice task. We  have not assessed the
bility of STs and GTs to stop an action that has already been ini-
iated, for example, using a stop signal reaction time task [17,29],
o we do not know if they differ on this dimension of impulsiv-
ty. Thus, more work is required to tease apart the many forms of
mpulsivity, but the available evidence suggests that rats prone to
ttribute incentive salience to reward cues are prone to impulsive
ction.

Impulsivity is a complex and multidimensional construct
onsisting of a variety of psychologically and neurobiologically
issociable forms (see [14,34]), and there are a number of biobehav-

oral manipulations that dissociate impulsive action from impulsive
hoice, as found here. For example, a lesion of the subthalamic
ucleus, acute amphetamine administration, or early life social
eprivation produce an increase in impulsive action but a decrease

n impulsive choice ([14], see [34,44,46,49]).  However, the ques-
ion that requires discussion here concerns what psychological
nd/or neurobiological mechanisms might account for the differ-
nces between STs and GTs on tests of these two  dimensions of
mpulsivity. There are at least two possibilities, which are not mutu-
lly exclusive. STs may  be more action impulsive, relative to GTs,
ecause of (1) exaggerated, “bottom-up” motivation to approach
nd interact with reward-associated cues and/or (2) poor “top-
own” inhibitory control over behavior. We  discuss each of these
ossibilities.

STs and GTs differ in their propensity to attribute incentive
alience to spatially discrete cues. This is manifest not only in
heir propensity to approach a food cue (from which the terms

T and GT are derived), but importantly, a food cue serves as a
ore effective conditioned reinforcer [37] and is more effective

n reinstating food-seeking behavior after extinction of an instru-
esearch 223 (2011) 255– 261 259

mental response [53], in STs than GTs. Furthermore, a cocaine cue
exerts greater control over behavior in STs than GTs, as indicated by
approach behavior to a cocaine cue, the influence of cue removal on
self-administration behavior and by cue-induced reinstatement of
cocaine-seeking behavior [22,39].  That is, the difference between
STs and GTs is in the extent to which reward cues come to act
as incentive stimuli capable of instigating motivated behavior (see
Fig. 4 in [32]), and this difference is evident in both Pavlovian and
instrumental settings. Thus, in the present experiment, STs may
have not only attributed greater incentive salience to the lever-CS,
as indicated by approach behavior in the Pavlovian task, but also
differed in their attribution of incentive salience to the manipulan-
dum in the instrumental tasks used to measure impulsivity; i.e., the
nose-poke port (e.g., [41]).

If STs attributed greater incentive salience to the nose-poke port
used in the DRL and 2-CSRTT tasks, relative to GTs, they may  have
had greater difficulty inhibiting approach and engagement with the
port. Tomie [41,42] has argued that poor inhibitory control over
behavior is a prominent feature associated with a propensity for
sign-tracking behavior, that this effect is most pronounced when
the cue is located at the manipulandum, and that this can pro-
mote behavior that is maladaptive in the sense that it can result
in loss of the reward (also see [21]). Thus, STs may  have made
a greater number of responses (often premature) in the DRL and
2-CSRTT tasks because the incentive stimulus properties of the
nose port drew them to it. In contrast, in the DD choice proce-
dure STs might approach the nose-poke port associated with the
larger reward more often than GTs because STs attribute greater
incentive salience to this port. They may  do this simply because
it is associated with greater reward. However, we  hasten to add
that, in addition to the differences between STs and GTs, there was
also considerable within-group variation. That is, some STs were
not especially impulsive on tests of impulsive action and some GTs
were impulsive. Indeed, premature responses on the 2-CSRTT only
accounted for about 15% of the variance in Pavlovian approach
behavior. Thus, the tendency to attribute incentive salience to a
reward cue is related some aspects of impulsive behavior, but these
traits appear to be dissociable.

If STs do attribute greater incentive salience to instrumental
manipulanda one might expect STs and GTs would differ in their
rate of instrumental responding, but there are a number of sit-
uations in which this is not the case. For example, there are no
differences in operant responding for food reward on either a FR-
1 or VI-5 schedule of reinforcement [37], and STs and GTs also do
not differ in rate of responding for cocaine, at least under some
circumstances [39]. However, in these studies all rats show rel-
atively high rates of responding and there is no requirement to
inhibit actions. Thus, differences between STs and GTs might only
become evident when they have to inhibit a prepotent response, or,
when motivational requirements are high. For example, although
STs and GTs did not differ in their rate of responding for cocaine on
a FR-1 schedule of reinforcement, STs maintained responding to a
greater extent than GTs on a progressive ratio schedule, achieving
higher breakpoints ([40], see also [53]).

A second, but not mutually exclusive, explanation of ST’s greater
impulsive action is that STs have relatively poor “top-down”
inhibitory control over their behavior [12,14]. In general, individu-
als with good top-down control are capable of sustaining attention
toward salient stimuli until the appropriate time for action, while
simultaneously resisting distracting stimuli and suppressing inap-
propriate responses [24,38].  Input from prefrontal cortical (PFC)
areas onto subcortical regions including amygdala, hippocampus,
of actions. Damage or reduced activity in PFC and other cortical
regions is associated with weaker response inhibition, and thus
a propensity to impulsive action [11,14].  Importantly, Hester and
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aravan [26] recently reported that individuals with a history of
ocaine use are less able to inhibit prepotent responses, and this
as associated with hypoactivity in PFC and anterior cingulate

ortex (ACC), suggesting a link between impulsivity, drug addic-
ion, and impaired top-down behavioral control (see also [14]).
t is currently unknown if STs have attenuated cortical activity,
ut our results are compatible with that possibility. Thus, it is
ossible that two processes: (1) increased, subcortically driven
otivation to seek out reward-associated cues and (2) decreased

ortical inhibitory control over responding, might work in concert
i.e., observed in same rats) or independently from each other (i.e.,
nly one of the processes producing premature responses in par-
icular rats) to drive the differences in impulsive behavior we  have
ound in STs and GTs.

Our results appear discrepant with two previous studies that
xamined the relationship between impulsivity and sign-tracking
ehavior, but the discrepancies may  be due a number of procedu-
al differences. First, Robinson et al. [36] found no difference in the
cquisition of a sign-tracking CR in high- vs. low-impulsive rats, as
easured by premature responses on a 5-CSRTT. However, in this

tudy Pavlovian conditioned approach behavior was assessed using
 discriminative approach procedure that is quite different than
hat used here, and it may  produce a bias towards sign-tracking
ehavior – no goal tracking during CS+ presentation was reported
y Robinson et al. [36]. In a second study, Tomie et al. [42] reported
hat rats that more readily acquired a sign-tracking CR were also

ore impulsive on a delay discounting task of impulsive choice,
hereas we found the opposite. However, in the Tomie et al. [42]

tudy the same lever that predicted food delivery during Pavlovian
raining was consistently associated with the smaller, but immedi-
te reward in the DD task. Thus, rats that more avidly approached
he lever-CS in the Pavlovian task may  have established a strong
ias for that lever that carried over to the DD task, which would
ave been manifest as a preference for the lever that delivered the
maller reward.

The neurobiological bases for individual differences in impul-
ive action vs. impulsive choice are not known, but these different
orms of impulsivity are thought to depend on distinct, although
verlapping, corticostriatal circuits and variation in dopamine (DA)
nd serotonin neurotransmission [10,14,34].  Furthermore, there
re at least two key areas in which lesions dissociate them: the
nfralimbic cortex and the subthalamic nucleus. Lesion of either
ne of these structures produces an increase in impulsive action
ut a decrease in impulsive choice [12,44],  and importantly, a sub-
halamic nucleus lesion also facilitates approach (sign-tracking) to
oth food and cocaine-associated cues ([45], but see also [51]).
hese effects may  be mediated in part by alterations in DA neu-
otransmission. Increasing DA neurotransmission with drugs such
s amphetamine, cocaine, or nicotine, or with specific DA recep-
or agonists, produces an increase in impulsive action [46,47],  and
ome of these agents, such as amphetamine, produce a concomi-
ant decrease in impulsive choice [49]. DA has been implicated
n human impulsivity as well given that highly impulsive indi-
iduals have fewer midbrain DA autoreceptors and enhanced DA
elease [7].  STs and GTs also differ on several indices of DA func-
ion. For example, relative to GTs, STs show greater expression of
opamine D1 receptor mRNA and lower levels of DA transporter
nd tyrosine hydroxylase [20]. Furthermore, learning a ST CR is DA-
ependent but learning a GT CR is not, and learning a ST CR (but
ot a GT CR) is associated with a transfer of a phasic DA signal from
he US to CS in the accumbens core [23]. It is possible, therefore,
hat under some circumstances DA neurotransmission is facili-

ated in STs, which results in them attributing greater incentive
alience to reward cues and also makes them prone to impul-
ive action, though the exact relation between these traits remains
nclear.

[

[
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In conclusion, rats prone to attribute incentive salience to
rewards cues are also prone to impulsive action. However, our
results suggest that while these traits are related, they remain
largely dissociable psychological constructs, each of which may
independently contribute to vulnerability to impulse control disor-
ders, such as addiction. Which trait contributes a greater proportion
of the variance for which symptoms of addiction remains an open
question. One hypothesis is that those individuals in which these
traits combine, that is, those who  are both prone to attribute inordi-
nate incentive salience to reward cues and are also impulsive, may
be especially vulnerable.
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